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1. Introduction  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has rapidly emerged as a revolutionary technology that has 

transformed industries and redefined human interactions. AI refers to the capacity of computers 

and machines to replicate behaviors that resemble human intelligence (Lucey, 2022). This rapid 

development has challenged traditional regulatory frameworks; hence self-regulatory or ‘soft 

law’ approaches to govern AI design have emerged, since they are non-binding regulations 

without enforcement power (Taeihagh, 2021, p. 145). In this context, private tech companies 

play a crucial role in shaping AI regulations, addressing the processes and developments of AI, 

mostly following a risk-based perspective. Still, international regulations offer a human rights-

based perspective, which lays out the legal basis for the ethical use of AI.  

While the international community has yielded frameworks like the UNESCO 

Recommendation on the Ethics of Artificial Intelligence (Recommendation), the ways in which 

these principles are translated into corporate practices remain unclear. This paper aims to 

narrow down the gap by answering the question In what ways does the UNESCO 

Recommendation on the Ethics of Artificial Intelligence impact corporate AI governance? 

To answer this question, this thesis first evaluates the different scholarly contributions on 

governance, in the AI and corporate domain, and the perspectives on adopting international 

guidelines or private self-regulation. Then, a theoretical approach is introduced, to construct 

the human rights-based approach (HRBA) and risk-based approach (RBA), within polycentric 

governance. Likewise, the conceptualisation defines what I mean when I refer to AI corporate 

governance. Furthermore, the research is conducted through qualitative content analysis (QCA) 

to explore the AI frameworks within the corporate domain. The findings are presentend as well 

as the discussion …  
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Since the aim is to explore the impact of the Recommendation on corporate AI frameworks, 

this paper argues that AI corporate governance is impacted in different areas such as safety and 

security, multi-stakeholder collaboration, ethical assessments and protection and promotion of 

human rights. Moreover, the research contributes to the ongoing debate on AI governance by 

examining the interaction between international guidelines and corporate practices. 

Understanding how the Recommendation shapes AI corporate governance, can draw attention 

to the approach companies use to develop their frameworks. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Governance 

Governance is a longstanding term, particularly within international relations due to its political 

implications. Yet, it also expands to the social, corporate and technological fields. Some 

scholars approach corporate governance as the legal requirements for companies based on a 

shareholder-centric view. Cadbuy (1992) assessed corporate governance as “the system by 

which companies are directed and controlled” (as cited in Hilb, 2020, p. 852). Expanding on 

that idea, Ansell & Torfing (2022) maintained that corporate governance encompasses the 

institutionalised interaction among shareholders, management, boards of directors, employees, 

customers, institutions and the community involved in directing and controlling private 

companies (p. 2). Moreover, Mäntymäki et al. (2022) shifted the focus, contending that in 

addition to legal compliance, companies can include aspects that define desired behavior 

beyond what the law requires. Consequently, they can establish the rules by which to 

understand and enforce the desired behavior of their agents, while managing the relationship 

between shareholders and stakeholders in case of tensions (p. 605). The G20/OECD Principles 

of Corporate Governance 2023 featured the characteristics described by the previously 

discussed authors (Mäntymäki et al. and Ansell & Torfing) asserting that corporate governance 
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involves a set of relationships between a company’s management, board, shareholders and 

stakeholders. The OECD (2023) declared that it also provides the structure and systems through 

which companies are directed and its objectives are defined  (p. 6). It is also important to note 

that as AI technologies progressed in contemporary society, scholars have also shed light on 

the implications of governance in the realm of AI. According to Dafoe (2018), AI governance 

focuses on the institutions and contexts in which AI is developed and deployed. The aim is 

to increase the likelihood that AI developers and users have the goals, incentives, perspectives, 

time, training, resources, support, and equipment required to do so for the benefit of society (p. 

6). Supporting this view, Mucci & Stryker (2023) maintained that AI governance refers to the 

guardrails that guarantee safe and ethical AI systems and tools. It establishes frameworks, 

regulations, and standards to guide AI research, development, and application while ensuring 

safety, fairness, and respect for human rights. Mäntymäki et al. (2022) complied with Dafaoe 

and Mucci & Stryker, defining AI governance as the set of rules, practices, processes, and 

technological tools employed to ensure AI technologies align with strategies, objectives, and 

values of companies (p. 604).  

2.2. AI, international/governmental regulation, and human rights  

National governments and international organisations play pivotal roles in shaping the 

landscape of AI technologies. Together, these entities contribute to responsible and sustainable 

AI technologies.  Some scholars favour implementing human rights into international 

frameworks in the early stages of AI development, like Rodrigues (2020). He asserted that 

whilst AI technologies interact with massive volumes of data, they might have overlapping 

effects posing legal and human rights issues. Hence, early considerations of the impact of AI 

on human rights, ethics, and societal values are crucial to mitigate such difficulties (p. 9). 

Furthermore, in the context of public administration and governance, specific public values are 
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relevant. These values include efficiency, effectiveness, accountability, transparency, and 

equity (Chen et al., 2023, p. 3). Su (2022) stated that adopting ethical AI practices requires a 

comprehensive understanding of these values, and international law can contribute to the 

organised coordination of national AI strategies and principles issued by private companies and 

public-private partnerships (p. 173). Likewise, Donahoe and Metzger (2019) pointed out that 

it is necessary to advocate for a global set of regulations based on human rights, otherwise, 

there is the risk of retaining negative effects. Additionally, if most members of the international 

community can agree on human rights-driven frameworks for AI governance, it will 

influence more states to adopt them (p. 123). Developing further from this view, Jones (2023) 

argued that international norms and procedures can be appropriately based on human rights so 

companies can build customer trust and reduce potential costs and time (p. 12). Following this 

perspective, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) must apply to AI. Despite 

the precise generation of AI systems, it is essential to ensure their alignment with human values 

to integrate human rights into business decisions (Risse, 2019, p. 9). Tzimas (2021) argued for 

a framework that critically evaluates the influence of human rights in the AI domain, guiding 

the enablement or restriction of certain AI developments and applications (p. 138). 

Accordingly, AI systems should empower human rights by allowing citizens to make informed 

decisions and fostering their fundamental rights (Gesley, 2020, p. 241). Opposing this view, 

Currie (n.d.) contended that it makes sense for a company to have a risk-based framework to 

analyse its own initiatives rather than relying on government regulation since it might inhibit 

its business model (p. 9). Furthermore, in its report, the Council of Europe (2024) revealed that 

national authorities produced 172 AI-related frameworks between 2010 and 2022, while 

international organisations produced 214 AI-related frameworks between 2015 and 2023. 

Interestingly, during this shorter time frame, international organisations have been more active 

than national authorities. Cihon, Schuett and Baum (2021) argued that the delayed 
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governmental responses to emerging technologies underscore the clear necessity for alternative 

stakeholders to engage in enhancing AI governance for the public interest (p. 21). While the 

existing literature explores the integration of human rights principles into AI regulations, it 

often emphasises the "musts" and "shoulds" rather than examining how human rights are 

translated into regulations within private companies. This research gap can be addressed by 

assessing the human rights perspective proposed by the Recommendation within private 

companies, given its adoption by member states. 

2.3. AI,  corporate regulation and private companies  

Many tech companies advocate for self-regulation or market-driven governance as the best 

solution to AI and associated technologies. Su (2022) argued that both industry and 

government stakeholders recognise that the law is slow to adapt and can sometimes hinder 

innovation. Consequently,  there is a prevailing belief that the industry is in the best position to 

develop the standards and rules that will guide innovation, considering public welfare 

and minimising the risks (p. 169). Building upon this view, Jones (2023) maintained that it is 

in the best interest of tech companies to produce academic papers about their research, even 

though discussion initiatives led by corporations often fail to address the ethical dimensions of 

AI and the significance of integrating—or interacting with—human rights principles (p. 11). 

Supporting Jones, Cihon et al. (2021) argued that private companies are the major players – if 

not the main – in AI research, development, and deployment. For instance, in the United States 

in 2018, 50% or more academic papers focused on AI, were published by corporate-affiliated 

researchers (p. 1). In that sense, Erman & Furendal (2024) mentioned that there are two 

overlapping ways in which tech companies significantly influence the emerging global 

governance of AI. First, they have epistemic authority, where they are not only developers but 

have the potential to shape public opinion and policy decisions (p. 4). Ulnicane et al. (2021) 
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did not share this view. They stated that the current oligopoly of a small number of large 

companies is one of the reasons for problems such as a lack of consideration of societal needs 

and concerns (p. 171). While the literature explores the concept of self-regulation in AI 

governance by tech companies, a critical gap remains regarding how these companies are 

incorporating international regulations within their AI governance frameworks. The literature 

gap can be assessed by investigating how tech companies promote safe AI practices. 

3. Theoretical and Conceptual Framework  

3.1. Polycentric governance theory 

The polycentric governance theory holds that the state cannot perform all the complex duties 

required to address the most pressing social challenges on its own and, as a result, must work 

with other actors to leverage its capabilities (Ruggie, 2014, pp. 8-9). The Bloomington School 

proposes that this approach has three characteristics: (1) multiple centres of semiautonomous 

decision-making – there is no single decision-making centre with ultimate authority, but rather 

multiples; (2) the existence of a single set of rules – whether institutionally or culturally 

enforced; and (3) the existence of a spontaneous social order – as a result of evolutionary 

competition between different ideas, methods, and ways of life (Xue, 2024, p. 225). 

Additionally, Aguerre et al. (2024) argued that polycentrism exposes several power centres and 

relationships in digital data governance. This idea encompasses formal and informal structures, 

multiple levels (local to global), and several sectors (governmental, commercial, civil society, 

technological, academic). From a polycentric perspective, multiple disciplines bring together a 

growing range of insights facilitating interdisciplinary discussions about the rules and 

regulatory processes around AI (p. 3-9). In the context of AI corporate governance, the 

Recommendation exemplifies a potential set of shared rules, establishing principles for the 

development, deployment and use of AI that can be culturally enforced. Concurrently, 
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exploring how it influences the behavior of various actors, in this case private tech companies, 

it emphasises the different power centers surrounding AI governance. For that reason, 

considering a polycentric approach, the paper will focus on examining how companies shared 

the regulations outlined by UNESCO. Based on this, we can expect the Recommendation to 

serve as a potential set of shared rules for tech companies, even though there may be different 

power dynamics at play.  

3.1.1. Human-rights based approach 

As shown in the literature review, many scholars argue for a greater integration of human rights 

in the legal guidelines to govern AI, called a human rights-based approach – referred to as 

HRBA. This approach, as advocated by Donahoe & Metzger (2019), can achieve what the 

newly developing ethical frameworks seek to accomplish. They suggest four features to enable 

this: First, AI governance should prioritise individuals by focusing assessments on their 

impact. Then, address a wide variety of AI-related issues, both procedural and 

substantive. Additionally, outlines the roles of governments and the private sector in 

safeguarding human rights. Finally, reach a global consensus to guarantee universal 

application. This paradigm highlights the need to protect human dignity and place individuals 

as the central focus of governance to ensure AI benefits them rather than harms them (p. 119). 

Aligning to this perspective Yeung, Howes & Pogrebna (2020) found that terms like 

transparency, fairness, and explainability are often discussed when assessing the effect of AI 

technology indicating ethical considerations (p. 80). Furthermore, they argued that HRBA 

relies on independent regulatory entities with investigative and enforcement capabilities to 

exert oversight over AI technologies (p. 101) and ensure these technologies follow ethical 

guidelines. This approach is achieved when, in the case of this research, tech companies pursue 

ethical norms and principles in their AI frameworks, hence, prioritising the protection of human 
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rights.  Based on HRBA we can expect to see a focus on protecting human rights, this might 

involve ensuring transparency, fairness, and explainability in AI systems, along with 

mechanisms for independent oversight to ensure companies adhere to ethical principles. 

3.1.2. Risk-based approach 

Simultaneously, scholars advocating for a self-regulatory approach argue for a risk-based 

approach – referred to as RBA. Wirtz et al. (2022) stressed that the complexity and rapid 

development of AI necessitates RBA that is integrative, flexible, and adaptive, which can be 

best realised through collaboration among all relevant stakeholders including governments, the 

tech industry, NGOs, and academia (p. 9). According to Mahler (2022), it may be appropriate 

for achieving proportionality and avoiding regulatory overreach (p. 267). To achieve this, 

according to Lütge et al. (2022), AI systems can be classified as minimal or no risk, limited 

risk, high-risk or prohibited (p. 1). In addition, Malgieri and Kamath (2023) sustained that the 

RBA aims to achieve several specific objectives: Foster innovation and competitive potential 

within the private sector, establish clear and enforceable liability obligations and safety 

measures, enable precise allocation of compliance responsibilities and potential liabilities, 

mitigate the impact of biased or discriminatory outcomes resulting from algorithm-based 

decisions and ensure the continuity of existing data protection and privacy principles (p. 22). 

Therefore, for the purpose of this research, the RBA is accomplished when tech companies opt 

for prioritising the implications of AI developments in terms of risk-assessment and 

collaboration with different sectors. Elaborating on the RBA, we can expect we can expect 

companies to adopt a flexible and adaptable approach to mitigate AI risks and ensure safety. 

AI corporate frameworks will likely balance innovation with the need for safety considerations 

and interaction among stakeholders.  
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3.2. Conceptualisation 

3.2.1. AI Corporate Governance 

In the literature review, I explored various perspectives on governance, including AI 

governance and corporate governance. However, the focus of this research lies specifically on 

AI corporate governance. I ellaborate further taking the concept of Mäntymäki et al. (2022), 

which cited Schneider et al., defining AI governance for companies as rules, practices, and 

processes used to ensure that AI technologies align with the strategies and objectives of 

corporations (p. 604). Moreover, I extend beyond the corporative benefits of AI governance to 

include the values that tech companies adhere to. As a result, my definition of AI corporate 

governance encompasses the rules, principles and procedures employed by tech companies to 

guarantee the responsible development and deployment of AI technologies. This definition of 

AI corporate governance diverges from existing literature on governance, since it does not 

approach governance as just legal processes and interactions between stakeholder. It is 

important to mention that, in this paper, the terms "AI corporate governance" and "AI corporate 

frameworks" will be used interchangeably. 

3.3. Hypotheses  

After carefully examining the relevant theories and concepts, building upon the HRBA and 

RBA, I formulated four hypotheses that I believe are pertinent for assessing the influence of 

the Recommendation on AI corporate governance: 

Based on the HRBA,  

H1a: When private tech companies adhere to the UNESCO Recommendation on the Ethics of 

Artificial Intelligence, their frameworks are more likely to promote and protect human rights. 
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H1b: When private tech companies adhere to the UNESCO Recommendation on the Ethics of 

Artificial Intelligence‚ their frameworks consider ethical assessments. 

Based on the RBA,  

H2a: When private tech companies adhere to the risk-based approach outlined in the UNESCO 

Recommendation on the Ethics of AI, their frameworks assess potential risks associated with 

AI deployment and actively mitigate them.  

H2b: When private tech companies adhere to the UNESCO Recommendation on the Ethics of 

Artificial Intelligence, their frameworks foster collaboration and cooperation with diverse 

stakeholders and sectors of society. 

Based on polycentric governance, 

H3: When AI corporate frameworks align with the UNESCO Recommendation principles on 

the Ethics of AI, then it positions the Recommendation as a global shared set of rules 

Testing these hypotheses will help me to gain a deeper understanding of how the UNESCO 

Recommendation shapes AI corporate governance and potentially predict some of the key 

findings. At the same time, it is important to note that these hypotheses were developed prior 

conducting the analysis. 

4. Research Design and Methodological Approach 

This thesis investigates how the Recommendation shapes AI corporate governance through a 

qualitative approach using content analysis. Since I aim to analyse written documents, 

according to Halperin & Heat (2020), content analysis is an appropriate method. Particularly, 

the recording unit in this research is sentences since it can provide factual insights from the 

documents.  
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4.1. Case selection  

To select relevant cases for this research, I first examined the Council of Europe's report "AI 

Initiatives" (2024) to identify tech companies that issued AI-related. Then, considering the 

independent variable is the Recommendation, issued in late 2021, I focused on companies that 

published or updated AI-related frameworks after this timeframe. This approach ensures that 

frameworks could potentially incorporate the Recommendation's principles. Following a 

purposive sampling strategy, Google and Microsoft were selected since they are the most 

important leaders in the AI domain, particularly Generative AI (Linacre, 2024). At the same 

time, both companies released AI frameworks after 2022, respecting the timeframe previously 

established. While selecting smaller companies can also provide valuable insights, it might not 

be as relevant and representative as choosing large tech companies.  

4.2. Data and Sources  

Given the variety of research papers, reports and frameworks available, the source selection 

process focused on narrowing down the results to ensure the data is relevant to assess the 

influence of the Recommendation on AI corporate governance. To achieve this, official 

documents from Google and Microsoft were chosen based on their titles, since they explicitly 

contain words alluding to governance such as "governing," "standards," "framework," and 

"principles." On this basis, four sources were deemed most relevant for analysis: Google's AI 

Principles Progress Update 2023 (Google, 2024), Secure AI Framework Approach: A Quick 

Guide to Implementing the Secure AI Framework (SAIF) (Google, 2023), Microsoft's 

Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (Microsoft, 2023) and Microsoft Responsible AI 

Standard, v2 (Microsoft, 2023).  While a broader range of AI-related documents were 

available, these four sources offer a suitable for analyzing AI corporate governance in the 

context of the Recommendation. 
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4.3. Coding frame  

Drawing upon the HRBA and RBA conceptualisation, the coding frame takes a mixed 

approach, since it also includes the principles obtained from the Recommendation (UNESCO, 

2021). This concept and data-driven perspective helps to get a more clear and specific 

classification of the dimensions for identifying relevant elements during the coding process. In 

that sense, the categories are divided into 2 dimensions: HRBA and RBA, taken from the 

conceptualization section. Simultaneously, the subcategories and indicators are drawn upon the 

policy areas covered by the Recommendation.  

The first category is HRBA, which has been divided into 3 subcategories: 

a. Sustanability:  

Continuous assessment of the human, social, cultural economic and environmental impact 

of AI technologies should therefore be carried out with full cognizance of the implications 

of AI technologies for sustainability as a set of constantly evolving goals (p. 21). This 

subcategory can be identified when the sentence discusses the impact of AI at the human, 

social, cultural, economic and environmental level. Another indicator is when sustainable 

initiatives are explicitly mentioned. The assigned code is HRS. 

b. Protection and promotion of human rights: 

i. Privacy 

The right to privacy protects human dignity, human autonomy and human agency, and 

should be respected, protected and promoted throughout the life cycle of AI systems (p. 

21). This subcategory can be identified when the sentence mentions respecting privacy. 

The assigned code is HRP. 

ii. Data protection 
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Data protection frameworks and any related mechanisms should take reference from 

international data protection principles and standards concerning the collection, use and 

disclosure of personal data and exercise of their rights by data subjects while ensuring 

a legitimate aim and a valid legal basis for the processing of personal data, including 

informed consent (p. 21). This subcategory can be identified in three ways. First, when 

the sentence mentions data protection principles. Second, when the sentence mentions 

appropriate measures to collect and process personal/sensitive data. Third, when the 

sentence mentions informed consent. The assigned code is HRDP. 

c. Ethical asessement 

i. Oversight 

The Recommendation stated that human oversight refers not only to individual human 

oversight, but also to inclusive public oversight. As a rule, decisions should not be 

ceded to AI systems. This subcategory can be identified in two ways – when sentences 

mention human oversight and they mention the use of independent (external or internal) 

AI Ethics Committees/Entities. The assigned code is HRO. 

ii. Diversity and inclusiveness 

AI should be available and accessible to all, taking into consideration the specific needs 

of different age groups, cultural systems, different language groups, persons with 

disabilities, girls and women, and disadvantaged, marginalized and vulnerable people 

or people in vulnerable situations (p. 20). This subcategory can be identified when the 

sentence mentions representation of minorities and marginalised groups (disabled 

individuals, women, ethnic groups). Another indicator is when sentences mention the 

promotion of inclusive initiatives (language, gender, equality, battling stereotypes). The 

assigned code is HRDI. 

iii. Transparency  
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People should be fully informed when a decision is informed by or is made on the basis 

of AI algorithms. Individuals should be able to understand how each stage of an AI 

system is put in place, appropriate to the context and sensitivity of the AI system (p. 

22). There are two indicators to identify this subcategory. The first is when sentences 

mention transparency requirements. The second is when sentences mention informing 

users they are interacting with AI. The assigned code is HRT. 

The second category is RBA, which has been divided into 3 subcategories: 

a. Safety and security 

The UNESCO (2021) established that unwanted harms (safety risks), as well as 

vulnerabilities to attack (security risks) should be addressed, prevented and eliminated 

throughout the life cycle of AI systems to ensure human, environmental and ecosystem 

safety and security. At the same time, AI processes should not exceed what is necessary to 

achieve legitimate aims and are context-appropriate (p. 20). This subcategory can be 

identified when sentences mention risk/harm prevention and mitigation; also, when 

sentences mention safety and security measures – also referred to as impact/risk 

assessments. Since proportionality is included within this subcategory, the last indicator for 

safety and security is when sentences mention proportional measures. The assigned code is 

RSS 

b. Awareness and literacy  

Public awareness stands for the promotion of understanding AI through open and accessible 

methods such as education, civic engagement, training, media and information literacy to 

ensure effective public participation. This ensures all members of society to take informed 

decisions about their use of AI systems (p. 23). There are three indicators to help us identify 

this. The first, sentences mention informed decision. The second, sentences mention 
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promoting AI education. The third, sentences mention accessible and public information. 

The assigned code is RAL.  

c. Multi-stakeholder collaboration 

The Recommendation also stated that within the realm of AI, stakeholders include but are 

not limited to governments, intergovernmental organisations, the tech industry, civil 

society, researchers and academia, media, NGOs, etc. The adoption of open standards and 

interoperability to facilitate collaboration should be in place to allow for meaningful 

participation of marginalised groups, communities and individuals (p. 23). To identify this, 

we can follow four indicators. When sentences mention collaboration among different 

sectors (academia, NGOs, governments, companies); when sentences mention international 

cooperation and when sentences mention collaborative research. The assigned code is 

RMSSP. 

The coding frame matrix can be found in the Appendix, section 8.1.  

5. Analysis  

The Recommendation is a global agreement adopted by all 193 Member States on the 23rd of 

November 2021. It provides a framework for the ethical governance of AI and emphasises the 

protection of human rights, covering extensive policy areas, including data governance, 

environment, gender, education, research, and health. Since it has the potential to be influencial 

in the private sector, this analysis draws upon the assumption that tech companies take the 

Recommendation as a baseline for developing their frameworks. As established in the 

methodology, I will be looking at the sentences to analyse whether the impact is on following 

an HRBA or an RBA, and the specific areas in which this impact is manifested. Additionally, 

for a more detailed textual representation of the findings, consult the coding text matrices 

attached to the Appendix, specifically sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. 
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5.1. Google AI frameworks 

5.1.1. Secure AI Framework Approach: A quick guide to implementing the 
Secure AI Framework (SAIF)   

The Secure AI Framework Approach: A quick guide to implementing the Secure AI Framework 

(SAIF) was issued in 2023 as a conceptual framework for secure AI systems and intended to 

provide high-level practical considerations on how organisations could go about building the 

SAIF approach into their existing or new adoptions of AI (Google, 2023, p. 2).  The analysis 

is based on the possible areas of impact of the Recommendation following an HRBA and an 

RBA.  

Under HRBA, I seek to identify considerations for data protection, oversight, sustainability, 

privacy, diversity and inclusiveness and transparency. While content related to the latter four 

indicators wasn't found in the SAIF framework, the document addressed data protection and 

oversight. For instance, oversight was emphasised throughout the framework. First, Google 

(2023) argued that human oversight is necessary to ensure that AI systems are used ethically 

and responsibly because they can be biased or make mistakes  (p. 7). At the same time, the 

document mentions that it is essential to keep humans in the loop to oversee relevant AI 

systems, processes, and decisions (p. 8). This aligns with the ethical assessment element 

recognised by the Recommendation, following a HRBA, even though transparency and 

diversity and inclusiveness are not included. Besides, data protection is touched upon by the 

SAIF framework since it mentions using data security controls to protect the data AI systems 

use to train and operate (p. 4).  Even though this topic was less discussed, this finding aligns 

with the promotion and protection of human rights as established by the indicator for data 

protection, while privacy is missing.  

Moving to the RBA dimension, the analysis seeks to identify safety and security, multi-

stakeholder collaboration, and awareness and literacy. In this case, while the latter was not 
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present, the other two subcategories were successfully recognised. Safety and security emerged 

as the most prominent area within the SAIF framework. The document emphasizes a plan for 

detecting and responding to security incidents and mitigating the risks of AI systems making 

harmful or biased decisions (p. 6). Additionally, it advocates for understanding the specific 

risks associated with AI models in use and implementing security controls to mitigate those 

risks along with having clear roles and responsibilities (p. 9). This focus on risk assessment 

and mitigation aligns with the indicators established for safety and security. While less 

emphasised, this framework acknowledges the composition of a team including stakeholders 

across multiple organizations (p. 3).” This aligns with the Recommendation's call for multi-

stakeholder engagement in AI governance based on one of the indicators proposed for 

identifying multi-stakeholder collaboration.  

Drawing upon the findings, the SAIF framework reflects both dimensions, HRBA and RBA, 

outlined in the Recommendation. It prioritises ethical assessment and protection and 

promotion of human rights from a HRBA, and multistakeholder collaboration and safety and 

security from a RBA. Overall, the findings suggest the Recommendation has impacted 

Google’s AI corporate governance approach to safety and security measures, establishing 

appropriate oversight entities, collaborating with different actors and sectors for AI 

development, and ensuring the protection of users’ data. 

5.1.2. AI Principles Progress Update 2023 

The AI Principles Progress Update 2023 was issued in 2024 as the 5th edition of Google’s 

annual AI Principles progress report, to provide input into how they implement the core 

principles into practice (Google, 2024, p. 6). This analysis examines the aforementioned 

framework through the lens of HRBA and RBA, following the indicators established in the 

coding frame.  
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Opposite to the first analysed document, the Google’s AI Principles Progress Update 2023 

demonstrates strong alignment with HRBA principles as suggested by the Recommendation. 

Firstly, sustainability was identified in several instances. Google (2024) mentions considering 

a broad range of social and economic factors (p. 3), alongside environmental sustainability, 

when reviewing AI systems. This demonstrates alignment with the first subcategory, 

sustainability, as approached by the Recommendation, using the appropriate indicators. 

Besides, the framework emphasises privacy protections for giving users choice and control 

over their private data (p. 34). This relates to the privacy indicator. Moreover, in a less frequent 

manner, Google explicitly commits to protecting personal information through security 

controls, representing the data protection subcategory. These findings align with the protection 

and promotion of human rights since there are references to both privacy and data protection. 

At the same time, the framework focuses on developing techniques to build more inclusive 

models for people from diverse backgrounds. To achieve this, it references community-based 

research efforts, focusing on historically marginalised communities or groups of people who 

may experience unfair outcomes of AI (p. 19). Besides, Google asserts “methods to account 

for rater diversity (p. 20).” These findings position diversity and inclusiveness as the most 

prominent subcategory of HRBA. In addition, there are allusions to oversight mentioning 

appropriate human direction and control (p. 4). Finalising with the HRBA category, 

transparency is also mentioned. The document is very explicit when addressing transparency 

documentation, releasing technical reports and sharing standards on model transparency (p. 

13–15). This means that the framework successfully demonstrates alignment with the ethical 

assessment subcategory as approached by the Recommendation following the corresponding 

indicators.  

Similar to the SAIF framework, the AI Principles Update Report 2023 shows that the 

Recommendation impacted all the areas referring to the RBA since all the subcategories were 
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identified. Safety and security is easily identifiable within this framework due to the repetitive 

color coding in the text. Google underscors the continuous development and application of 

strong safety and security practices (p. 3), highlighting that AI Principles ethics reviews and 

impact assessments are part of a larger safety testing and security reviews (p. 9). Furthermore, 

it states that Google’s AI Principles would guide how to limit harmful outcomes (p. 25). This 

shows the impact of the Recommendation on AI corporate governance. Instances such as 

participating in external community engagement (p. 21), and “collaborating with 

underrepresented groups in the international community (p. 22),” illustrate the representation 

of multi-stakeholder collaboration within the framework. This demonstrates commitment to 

promoting collaboration across groups, as outlined by UNESCO. While not as pronounced as 

the other subcategories, awareness and literacy is included. The framework focuses on 

communicating essential practices, information literacy to support AI knowledge and 

informing users when they are engaging with AI systems. This reflects alignment with the third 

subcategory of RBA under the indicators based on the Recommendation.  

Altogether, the analysis reveals that Google's AI Principles Progress Update 2023 takes both 

a HRBA – with a special focus on ethical assessment and protection and promotion of human 

rights, and a RBA – following all three safety and security, awareness and literacy and multi-

stakeholder collaboration, which reflects the translation of the Recommendation principles into 

AI corporate governance. Similarly to the SAIF framework, the evidence suggests the 

Recommendation has impacted Google’s AI corporate governance approach to data protection, 

privacy, diversity and inclusiveness, transparency, safety and security, oversight and multi-

stakeholder collaboration. 
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5.2. Microsoft AI frameworks 

5.2.1. Microsoft Responsible AI Standard, v2 

The Microsoft Responsible AI Standard, v2 was issued in 2022 and it is the second edition as 

the product of a multi-year effort to define product development requirements for responsible 

AI (Microsoft, 2022, p. 3).  This analysis examines how the Recommendation has impacted 

Microsoft’s AI corporate frameworks in the context of the Microsoft Responsible AI Standard, 

v2 following the coding frame. 

Starting with the identification of HRBA indicators, the sustainability subcategory was lacking. 

This means that contrary to what the Recommendation suggested, sustainability is not 

considered within this framework, hence it had no impact on this field. Still, the other two 

subcategories were represented. Alluding to privacy, Microsoft AI systems adhered to 

protecting privacy following the Microsoft Privacy Standard (p. 26). The framework stresses 

the definition and documentation of procedures for the collection and processing of data (p. 7). 

In the meantime, data protection is also mentioned once. Even if these indicators are slightly 

discussed, it suffices to give an insight and argue that it reflects the implications according to 

UNESCO to demonstrate alignment with the protection and promotion of human rights 

subcategory. Simultaneously, the term oversight was identified but does not align with the 

indicators since it lacks detail. This means that, on this basis, an actual impact cannot be assured 

due to the limitations the findings present. Accordingly, for the diversity and inclusiveness 

subcategory, plenty of evidence is found highlighting Microsoft’s efforts to design AI systems 

to provide a quality of service for identified demographic groups, including marginalised 

groups and to evaluate all data sets to assess the inclusiveness of those groups and close gaps 

(p. 13). It also mentions that Microsoft AI systems are designed to be inclusive in accordance 

with the Microsoft Accessibility Standards (p. 27). This category is the most represented 
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subcategory under HRBA, showing a noticeable impact of the Recommendation on this area. 

Correspondingly, records from this framework include transparency. The framework explicitly 

states that Microsoft AI systems are designed to inform people they are interacting with an AI 

tool (p. 12). Basing the latest findings, the subcategory ethical assessment is conceded, 

following the indicators established following the Recommendation principles, fulfilling 

oversight, transparency and diversity and inclusiveness.  

Following the RBA, evidence points that the Microsoft Responsible AI Standard, v2 framework 

includes all three subcategories under this approach. This framework includes multi-

stakeholder collaboration by mentioning that the tech industry, academia, civil society, and 

government need to collaborate to advance the state-of-the-art and learn from one another (p. 

3). This shows a compliance with the principle outlined by UNESCO, thereby showing its 

impact on multi-stakeholder collaboration. Concurrently, awareness and literacy is covered in 

this framework. Evidence shows the scope covered to provide documentation to customers 

describing the AI system’s intended uses, demonstrating the system fits the purpose for each 

intended use (p. 6). Also, it compromises to inform about the capabilities and limitations of AI 

systems and publish documents to understand them (p. 11). This means the framework adopts 

the principle of awareness and literacy according to the indicators and demonstrates the 

Recommendation’s impact on AI corporate governance. Moreover, evidence indicates safety 

and security since the framework constantly highlights the importance of impact assessments. 

This aligns with the indicators to measure the impact on this subcategory, thus, demonstrating 

the impact on this domain. 

Reflecting on the findings, the Microsoft Responsible AI Standard, v2 framework reveals 

compliance with the HRBA and the RBA. This indicates the impact of the Recommendation 

on the protection and promotion of human rights and ethical assessment, as well as in safety 

and security, awareness and literacy and multi-stakeholder collaboration - key aspects of both 
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categories analysed. Altogether, the framework evidences the efforts of Microsoft to integrate 

the principles outlined in the Recommendation, which suggests the impact it had on AI 

corporate governance in the fields of data protection, privacy, diversity and inclusiveness, 

transparency, multi-stakeholder collaboration, and safety and security. 

5.2.2. Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future 

The Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future framework was issued in 2023, it builds on the 

work we have done and will continue to do to advance responsible AI through company culture 

to forge a responsible future for artificial intelligence (Microsoft, 2023, p. 8). This analysis 

studies this framework, following a HRBA and a RBA to identify the impact of the 

Recommendation on it.  

After examination the document, no records of data protection or privacy were found. This 

indicates that Microsoft has not focused on protection and promotion of human rights, as 

suggested by the Recommendation, hence there was no impact on this area. Nevertheless, 

sustainability is identified within framework since it emphasises a sociotechnical lens to 

develop AI systems, considering the cultural, political, and societal factors of AI (p. 36). This 

means that as recommended by UNESCO, this framework includes sustainability, recognising 

an area of impact. At the same time, evidence shows that under the HRBA, Microsoft considers 

oversight. Especially, the framework explains the existence of the Environmental, Social, and 

Public Policy Committee of the Microsoft Board to provide oversight over AI systems (p. 31). 

On top of that, they created a program for ongoing review called Sensitive Uses (p. 33). Also, 

diversity and inclusiveness and transparency are specified with limited findings. This can be 

shown in the continuous attempts of Microsofts to champion diversity and inclusion at all levels 

of AI programs by recruiting and retaining a diverse, dynamic, and engaged employee 

community (p. 37). At the same time, they provide transparency documentation in the form of 
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Transparency Notes (p. 39). These findings strictly address the importance of ethical 

assessments within the framework, evidencing the impact of the Recommendation on this area. 

Shifting onto the RBA dimension, all three subcategories are identified. Multi-stakeholder 

collaboration is demonstrated when Microsoft mentioned supporting and collaborating with a 

multistakeholder group, including representatives across academia (p. 25) and bringing the 

public and private sectors together to use AI as a tool to improve the world (p. 26). This 

highlights the Recommendation impact on AI corporate governance by promoting multi-

stakeholder collaboration. Then, evidence for awareness and literacy is revealed in 

Microsoft’s support of broad educational initiatives to make information about AI technologies 

and responsible AI practices available to legislators, judges, and lawyers (p. 19) and the 

development of a national registry of high-risk AI systems that is open for inspection so that 

individuals can learn where and how those systems are used (p. 23). This points out the impact 

of the Recommendation on AI frameworks at the awareness and literacy level. Lastly, safety 

and security, records most mentions overall. Microsoft established this subcategory as a 

standard goal, aiming at minimising the time to fix AI system failures by identifying potential 

harms using iterative red teaming to mitigate them (p. 33). In parallel, it seeks to regulate 

licensed AI deployment through pre-release safety and security requirements, with post-

deployment safety and security monitoring and protection (p. 18). The alignment with this 

subcategory, shows the impact produced by the Recommendation, to prevent and mitigate 

unwanted harm. 

Based on the evidence, the Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future framework fails to address 

the promotion and protection of human rights areas, as described by the HRBA dimension. 

Despite this, it includes other relevant aspects, such as sustainability and ethical assessments. 

At the same time, focusing on the RBA, this framework prioritises safety and security, 

awareness and literacy and multi-stakeholder collaboration. All in all, the findings reflect the 
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impact the Recommendation had on AI corporate governance, within the Microsoft 

frameworks.  

6. Discussion and further considerations 

The discussion builds upon the findings presented in section 5 and it aims to address the 

research question  In what ways has the UNESCO Recommendation on the Ethics of Artificial 

Intelligence impacted corporate AI governance? by answering to the hypotheses proposed in 

section 3.3. In general, the analysis of Google's AI Principles Progress Update 2023 (Google, 

2024) and Secure AI Framework Approach (SAIF) (Google, 2023), alongside Microsoft's 

Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future (Microsoft, 2023) and Microsoft Responsible AI 

Standard, v2 (Microsoft, 2023), reveals both convergence and divergence in how these 

companies approach AI governance frameworks, yet it demonstrates that the Recommendation 

has impacted these frameworks in specific areas.  

On that account, all four sources addressed safety and security and multi-stakeholder 

collaboration, key components of the RBA dimension. This demonstrates the shared industry 

focus on mitigating potential risks associated with AI deployment and fostering collaboration 

across sectors, thus revealing a clear impact of the Recommendation on AI governance 

frameworks on safety and security and multi-stakeholder aspects. This finding supports H2a 

and H2b by demonstrating that Google and Microsoft prioritise risk assessment and mitigation, 

as well as collaboration across different sectors. 

In addition, Google’s frameworks emphasise HRBA principles, as they particularly highlight 

ethical assessment – prioritising transparency, oversight and diversity and inclusiveness – and 

protection and promotion of human rights – referring to privacy and data protection. 

Microsoft’s frameworks also consider ethical assessment from a transparency and oversight 

perspective and data protection within protection and promotion of human rights, under the 
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HRBA. Integrating these findings, one can assume that under the influence of the 

Recommendation, private tech companies promote and protect human rights and consider 

ethical assessments – supporting H1a and H1b. Nonetheless, it is important to mention that 

both, Google and Microsoft, are aligned with sustainability – an aspect recognized due to its 

incorporation in the Recommendation, rather than in the theories. This also demonstrates 

another area of impact, considering the HRBA. 

Altogether, both companies demonstrate that the Recommendation has impacted their AI 

frameworks, influencing companies to address various aspects of responsible AI development 

and deployment in the areas proposed by the Recommendation such as sustainability, data 

protection, privacy, oversight, transparency, diversity and inclusiveness, safety and security, 

awareness and literacy and multi-stakeholder collaboration. These findings suggest that the 

Recommendation can be considered a shared set of rules since private tech companies 

incorporated the principles described by UNESCO in their AI corporate frameworks, showing 

that it is influential – supporting H3. 

Digging deeper into the sentences, it is also important to consider that many indicators were 

mixed together, i.e, one sentence encapsulated two or more indicators. For instance, “We focus 

on identifying societal harms to the diversity of user communities impacted by our models 

(Google, 2024, p. 21) – one can identify both diversity and inclusiveness and safety and 

security,” “Data security controls can be used to protect the data that AI systems use to train 

and operate (Google, 2023, p. 4) – one can identify data protection and awareness and literacy,” 

“Microsoft will release an annual transparency report to inform the public about its policies, 

systems, progress, and performance in managing AI responsibly and safely (Microsoft, 2023, 

p. 23) – one can identify both transparency and awareness and literacy.” These are only a few 

instances in which indicators overlap with each other, however, it was common to find 
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sentences under two or more subcategories from different dimensions, which posed a challenge 

for organising the data. This led to identifying a limitation within the method of analysis. The 

current focus is on analysing sentences within the data, following content analysis. To provide 

a more nuanced understanding of how these companies approach the principles outlined in the 

Recommendation – since most of the indicators are implicit –  a discourse analysis approach 

could be more appropriate in future research to gather the meaning behind the data. In this way, 

one can get a more comprehensive understanding since the findings presented in this research 

are limited by specific indicators and the context of the data could not be evaluated. 

Considering not all indicators were identified in all four frameworks – besides safety and 

security, oversight and multi-stakeholder – questions for further research remain: What 

motivates private companies to adopt these principles? Why do they decide to emphasise these 

specific categories more than others? Another question arises from an identified area of 

convergence between Microsoft and Google: Red Teams. These are internal groups in charge 

of identifying and exploiting vulnerabilities in AI systems as a form of internal oversight. 

Future research could investigate the specific guidelines and operating procedures employed 

by these teams within tech companies, and how they compare to the oversight provided by 

external bodies.  

7. Conclusions  

This research reflects the diverse ways in which the UNESCO Recommendation on the Ethics 

of Artificial Intelligence has impacted AI corporate governance since it was issued. It aims to 

address a critical gap in the existing literature. Current literature addressing corporate AI 

corporate governance focuses on what they ought to implement following internal law rather 

than examining how private tech companies translate international regulations. To fill this gap, 

this thesis used a qualitative content analysis to examine frameworks issued by two different 
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leading tech companies, Google and Microsoft. This analysis revealed a wide range of areas in 

which the Recommendation has impacted AI corporate governance. Supporting the hypotheses 

based on RBA, all four frameworks addressed safety and security and multi-stakeholder 

collaboration. Furthermore, both companies addressed sustainability, a principle not 

considered at first but identified through the analysis process. These findings suggest that the 

Recommendation is acting as a shared set of rules for AI development and deployment, 

focusing on mitigating risks, fostering collaboration, and considering environmental and social 

impacts, therefore, following the expectations of RBA. At the same time, ethical assessment 

and promotion and protection of human rights were noticeable areas of impact, even though 

individually addressed in the frameworks, this can also be translated for the collective. This 

finding supports the expectations of HRBA. To conclude, this research demonstrates that the 

Recommendation has had impact on corporate AI governance frameworks in different areas, 

including safety and security, ethical assessments, protection and promotion of human rights, 

sustainability, awareness and literacy, and multi-stakeholder collaboration. Evidence supports 

the impact of the Recommendation on AI corporate governance. However, the extent to which 

Google and Microsoft address the various principles outlined in the Recommendation differs, 

for which further research is needed to explore the motivations behind these preferences and 

delve deeper into the nuances of how these principles are implemented within corporate AI 

governance practices. Since, the findings are drawn upon a small sample size, the 

generalizability and reliability of the findings might be limited. For that reason, future research 

could benefit from larger and more diverse case studies and sources, that could potentially 

reveal different results, or accept the argument presented in this thesis. All in all, this signifies 

a step in analysing the influence of international regulations on AI corporate frameworks. 
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9. Appendix 

9.1. Coding frame matrix 

Categories Subcategories Indicators Code 

Human 

rights-

based 

approach 

 

 

Sustainabiliy 

 The sentence discusses the 

impact of AI at the human, 

social, cultural, economic 

and environmental level 

The sentence mentions 

pursuing sustainable 

initiatives 

HRS 

Protection and 

promotion of 

human rights 

Right to 

Privacy 

 The sentence mentions 

respecting privacy 

 

HRP 

Data Protection 

 The sentence mentions data 

protection 

 The sentence mentions 

appropriate measures to 

collect and process 

personal/sensitive data 

 The sentence mentions 

informed consent  

HRDP 

Ethical 

assessment 

Human 

oversight and 

determination 

 The sentence mentions 

human oversight 

 The sentence mentions 

external or internal AI 

Ethics Committees/Entities 

HRO 

Diversity and 

inclusiveness 

 The sentence mentions 

mentions representation of 

minorities and marginalised 

groups (disabled individuals, 

women, ethnic groups) 

HRDI 
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The sentence mentions the 

promotion of inclusive 

initiatives (language, 

gender, equality, battling 

stereotypes) 

Transparency 

 The sentence mentions 

transparency requirements 

 The sentence mentions 

informing users they are 

interacting with AI 

HRT 

Risk-based 

approach 

Safety and 

security 

  The sentence mention 

risk/harm prevention and 

mitigation 

 The sentence mentions 

safety and security measures 

(impact/risk assessments, 

reviews, ) 

 The sentence mentions 

proportinal measures 

adapted to different contexts 

RSS 

Awareness and 

literacy 

  The sentence mentions 

informed decision 

The sentece mentions 

promoting AI education 

The sentence mentions 

accessible/public 

information 

RAL 

Multi-

stakeholder 

collaboration 

  The sentence mentions 

collaboration among 

different sectors (academia, 

NGOs, governments, 

companies) 

RMSC 
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The sentence mentions 

international cooperation 

The sentence mentions 

collaborative research  

 

 

9.2. Coding text matrix 

9.2.1. Google: “AI Principles Progress Update 2023”   

Examples Code 

“As we consider potential development and use of AI technologies, we will take 

into account a broad range of social and economic factors, and will proceed where 

we believe that the overall likely benefits substantially exceed the foreseeable 

risks and downsides (p. 3).” 

HRS 

“We will seek to avoid unjust impacts on people, particularly those related to 

sensitive characteristics such as race, ethnicity, gender, nationality, income, 

sexual orientation, ability, and political or religious belief (p. 3).” 

HRDI 

“We will continue to develop and apply strong safety and security practices to 

avoid unintended results that create risks of harm (p. 3).” 

RSS 

“Our AI technologies will be subject to appropriate human direction and control 

(p. 4).” 

HRO 

“We will give opportunity for notice and consent, encourage architectures with 

privacy safeguards, and provide appropriate transparency and control over the 

use of data (p. 4).” 

HRT 

HRP 

“We will work with a range of stakeholders to promote thoughtful leadership in 

this area, drawing on scientifically rigorous and multidisciplinary approaches (p. 

4).” 

RMSSP 
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“Where there is a material risk of harm, we will proceed only where we believe 

that the benefits substantially outweigh the risks, and will incorporate appropriate 

safety constraints (p. 5).” 

RSS 

“Our AI Principles ethics reviews and impact assessments are part of a larger, 

end-to-end pre-launch process that includes technical safety testing and standard 

privacy and security reviews (p. 9).” 

RSS 

“Our risk assessment framework seeks to identify, measure, and analyze risks 

throughout the product development lifecycle. AI Principles reviews map these 

risks to appropriate mitigations and interventions, drawing upon our best 

practices from our cross-company enterprise risk management efforts. 

RSS 

 

“AI Principles reviews assess a range of harms, taking into account impacts 

ranging from unfair biases and stereotypes, poor product experiences, and social 

harms such as the spread of misinformation (p. 11).” 

HRDI 

RSS 

“In addition, as we’ve reported in detail in our 2022 AI Principles Progress 

Update, we engage external experts to conduct human rights impact assessments 

as appropriate (p. 11).” 

RMSC 

RSS 

“To guide product teams internally, we’ve established a framework to define 

the types of harmful content that we do not permit our models to generate. It 

also guides how we protect personal identifiable information (such as Social 

Security Numbers) (p. 11).” 

RSS 

HRDP 

“These harms can then be mitigated with the use of responsible datasets, 

classifiers and filters, and in-model mitigations such as fine tuning, reasoning, 

few-shot prompting, data augmentation, and controlled decoding to address 

potential harms proactively (p. 12).” 

RSS 
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“Our second essential practice, adversarial testing, refers to systematic 

evaluation of a model by providing malicious or inadvertently harmful inputs 

across a range of scenarios to identify and mitigate potential safety and fairness 

risks (p. 12).” 

RSS 

“In addition to adversarial testing for safety and fairness, we’ve also established 

a dedicated Google AI Red Team focused on testing AI models and products for 

security, privacy and abuse risks (p. 13). 

RSS 

“Maintaining transparency documentation for developers, governments, and 

policy leaders is also key (p. 13).”  

 

HRT 

“This can mean releasing detailed technical reports or model or data cards that 

appropriately make public essential information based on our internal 

documentation of safety and other model evaluation details (p. 13).”  

HRT 

These transparency artifacts are more than communication vehicles; they can 

offer guidance for AI researchers, deployers, and downstream developers on the 

responsible use of the model (p. 13).” 

HRT  

RAL 

“By sharing the common risks that we find in our AI Principles reviews, we can 

offer transparency into our emerging best practices to mitigate these risks. 

These range from the technical, such as SynthID or About this image, tools we 

developed this year that can help identify mis- and dis-information when 

generative AI tools are used by malicious actors, to explainability techniques 

such as increasing explanatory information throughout the AI product, not just 

at the moment of decision. (p. 15).” 

HRT 

RSS 

RAL 

“We’re also researching the security benefits and risks of our largest model in 

the Gemini family of generative models. This has included scoping new 

RSS 

RMSC 
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evaluation techniques, as well as joining relevant external fora, such as the 

UK’s new Biosecurity Leadership Council (p. 15).” 

“We’re committed to reporting specific capabilities, limitations, risks, and 

mitigations we’ve applied into our generative AI- powered systems, and 

contributing to shared industry standards on model transparency (p. 15).” 

 

RSS 

HRT 

“This year, we’re piloting a transparency artifact specifically for the integration 

of research generative AI models into AI-powered systems. This artifact is 

called a generative AI system card. It builds upon our work of designing widely 

referenced and adopted transparency artifacts such as model and data cards (p. 

15).” 

HRT 

“A key part of our ML work involves developing techniques to build models 

that are more inclusive (p. 19).” 

HRDI 

“We’re developing methodologies to build models for people from a diversity 

of backgrounds (p. 19).” 

HRDI 

“We’ve made the Monk Skin Tone Examples (MST-E) dataset publicly 

available to enable AI practitioners everywhere to create more consistent, 

inclusive, and meaningful skin tone annotations as they create computer vision 

products that work well for all skin tones (p. 19).” 

HRDI 

“We have developed methods to account for rater diversity, and in the recent 

past, we’ve shared responsible practices for data enrichment sourcing (p. 20).” 

HRDI 

“We focus on identifying societal harms to the diversity of user communities 

impacted by our models (p. 21).” 

RSS 

HRDI 

“We also participate in external community engagement to identify “unknown 

unknowns” and to seed the data generation process (p. 21).” 

RMSC 
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“To provide the high-quality human input required to seed the scaled processes, 

we partner with groups such as the Equitable AI Research Round Table 

(EARR), and with our internal ethics teams to ensure that we are representing 

the diversity of communities who use our models (p. 21).” 

RMSC 

HRO 

HRDI 

“We continue to expand our reach in terms of collaborating with 

underrepresented groups (p. 22).” 

RMSC 

“We’re committed to a global approach, so we gather feedback by collaborating 

with the international research community (p. 22).” 

RMSC 

“Analysis of language styles, including query length, query similarity, and 

diversity of language styles (p. 23).” 

HRDI 

“Multi-disciplinary AI research can help address society-level, shared 

challenges from forecasting hunger to predicting diseases to improving 

productivity (p. 25).” 

RMSC 

HRS 

“We identify primary and secondary indicators of impact that we optimized 

through our collaborations with stakeholders (p. 26).” 

RMSC 

“And we expanded our ongoing work in information literacy to support AI 

literacy (p. 28).” 

RAL 

“To address international frameworks and guidance for safe, secure, and 

trustworthy AI, we’re prioritizing cybersecurity safeguards (p. 30).”  

RSS 

“By making generative AI in Search first available through Search Labs, we 

were transparent that the technology was still in an early phase (p. 32).” 

HRT 

“We also try to let users know when they are engaging with a new generative 

AI technology and document how a generative AI service or product works (p. 

32).” 

RAL 
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“Our foundational privacy protections for giving users choice and control over 

their private data applies to generative AI (p. 34).” 

HRP 

“We’re committed to protecting your personal information (p. 34).” HRDP 

“Our most novel models are developed with scientific rigor and transparency (p. 

34).”.  

HRT 

“In addition, we evaluate against multiple criteria and, as appropriate, with 

external reviews (p. 34).” 

HRO 

“Our AI Principles guide how we limit harms for people (p. 25).” RSS 

We engage in broad-based efforts — across government, companies, 

universities, and more — to help translate technological breakthroughs into 

widespread benefits, while mitigating risks (p. 36).” 

RMSC 

RSS 

“We outlined a three-pillared approach for governments to collaborate with the 

private sector, academia, and other stakeholders to develop shared standards, 

protocols, and governance so we can boldly realize and maximize AI’s potential 

for more people around the world (p. 37).” 

RMSC 

 

9.2.2. Google: “Secure AI Framework Approach: A quick guide to implementing 
the Secure AI Framework (SAIF)” –   

Examples Code 

“This expands the composition of the team to include stakeholders across 

multiple organizations (p. 3).” 

RMSC 

“Existing security controls across the security domains apply to AI systems in a 

number of ways (p. 4).”.  

RSS 

For example, data security controls can be used to protect the data that AI 

systems use to train and operate (p. 4).” 

RSS 

HRDP 
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“Organizations that use AI systems must have a plan for detecting and 

responding to security incidents and mitigate the risks of AI systems making 

harmful or biased decisions (p. 6).” 

RSS 

“This is because AI systems can be biased or make mistakes, and human 

oversight is necessary to ensure that AI systems are used ethically and 

responsibly (p. 7).” 

HRO 

“Red Team exercises are a security testing method where a team of ethical 

hackers attempts to exploit vulnerabilities in an organization's systems and 

applications. This can help organizations identify and mitigate security risks in 

their AI systems before they can be exploited by malicious actors (p. 8).” 

RSS 

“At the same time, it is essential to keep humans in the loop to oversee relevant 

AI systems, processes, and decisions (p. 8).” 

HRO 

“This means identifying all AI models in use, understanding the specific risks 

associated with each model, and implementing security controls to mitigate 

those risks along with having clear roles and responsibilities (p. 9).” 

RSS 

“Perform a risk assessment that considers organisational use of AI (p. 9).” RSS 

“This means understanding the specific risks associated with each AI use case 

and implementing security measures to mitigate those risks (p. 10).” 

RSS 

 

9.2.3. Microsoft: “Governing AI: A Blueprint for the Future”  

Examples Code 

“Regulate through pre-release safety and security requirements, then license 

deployment for permitted uses in a licensed Al data center with post-deployment 

safety and security monitoring and protection (p. 18).” 

RSS 
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“License for training and deployment of powerful AI models based on security 

protections, export control compliance, and safety protocols to ensure human 

control over autonomous systems that manage critical infrastructure (p. 18).” 

RSS 

HRO 

“Third, we will support broad educational initiatives to make information about 

AI technologies and responsible AI practices available to legislators, judges, and 

lawyers (p. 19).” 

RAL 

“To achieve safety and security objectives, we envision licensing requirements 

such as advance notification of large training runs, comprehensive risk 

assessments focused on identifying dangerous or breakthrough capabilities, 

extensive prerelease testing by internal and external experts, and multiple 

checkpoints along the way (p. 21).” 

RSS 

RAL 

HRO 

“Deployments of models will need to be controlled based on the assessed level 

of risk and evaluations of how well- placed users, regulators, and other 

stakeholders are to manage residual risks (p. 21).” 

RSS 

RMSC 

“Microsoft will release an annual transparency report to inform the public about 

its policies, systems, progress, and performance in managing AI responsibly and 

safely (p. 23).” 

HRT 

RAL 

“Microsoft will support the development of a national registry of high-risk AI 

systems that is open for inspection so that members of the public can learn where 

and how those systems are in use p. 23).” 

RAL 

“Microsoft will commit that it will continue to ensure that our AI systems are 

designed to inform the public when they are interacting with an AI system and 

that the system’s capabilities and limitations are communicated clearly (p. 23).” 

HRT 
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“We believe that transparency is important not only through broad reports and 

registries, but in specific scenarios and for the users of specific AI systems (p. 

24).” 

HRT 

Microsoft will continue to build AI systems designed to support informed 

decision making by the people who use them (p. 24).” 

RAL 

“We take a holistic approach to transparency, which includes not only user 

interface features that inform people that they are interacting with an AI system, 

but also educational materials, such as the new Bing primer, and detailed 

documentation of a system’s capabilities and limitations, such as the Azure 

OpenAI Service Transparency Note (p. 24).” 

HRT  

RAL 

“This is the need to provide broad access to AI resources for academic research 

and the nonprofit community (p. 24).” 

RAL 

RMSC 

“We will collaborate with the National Science Foundation to explore 

participation in a pilot project to inform efforts to stand up the National AI 

Research Resource, including by facilitating independent academic research 

relating to the safety of AI systems (p. 25).” 

RMSC 

RSS 

“Microsoft would welcome the opportunity to develop such practices by 

supporting and collaborating with a multistakeholder group, including 

representatives across the academic community (p. 25).” 

RMSC 

“At the highest level, the Environmental, Social, and Public Policy Committee of 

the Microsoft Board provides oversight of our responsible AI program (p. 31).” 

HRO 

“They break down a broad principle like accountability into definitive outcomes, 

such as ensuring AI systems are subject to impact assessments, data governance, 

and human oversight (p. 32).” 

RSS 

HRO 
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“We then ask teams to measure the prevalence of those harms and mitigate them 

by testing and implementing various tools and established strategies (p. 33).” 

RSS 

“Our Sensitive Uses program provides an additional layer of oversight for teams 

working on higher-risk use cases of our AI systems (p. 33).” 

HRO 

“For particularly high-impact or novel-use cases, we elevate the project for 

review and advice from our Sensitive Uses Panel, which is a group of Microsoft 

experts spanning engineering, research, human rights, policy, legal, and 

customer-facing organizations from around the world (p. 34).” 

HRO 

RMSC 

“We ask teams who develop and use AI systems to look at technology through a 

sociotechnical lens. This means we consider the complex cultural, political, and 

societal factors of AI as they show up in different deployment context (p. 36).” 

HRS 

“As part of this commitment, we provide transparency documentation for our 

platform AI services in the form of Transparency Notes to empower our 

customers to deploy their systems responsibly (p. 39).”  

HRT 

Transparency Notes communicate in clear, everyday language the purposes, 

capabilities, and limitations of AI systems so our customers can understand when 

and how to deploy our platform technologies (p. 39).” 

RAL 

 

9.2.4. Microsoft: “Microsoft Responsible AI Standard, v2” 

Examples Code 

“We believe that industry, academia, civil society, and government need to 

collaborate to advance the state-of-the-art and learn from one another (p. 3).” 

RMSC 

“Microsoft AI systems are assessed using Impact Assessments (p. 4).” RSS 
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“Microsoft AI systems are reviewed to identify systems that may have a 

significant adverse impact on people, organizations, and society, and additional 

oversight and requirements are applied to those systems (p. 5).” 

RSS  

HRO 

“Provide documentation to customers which describes the system’s:  

1) intended uses, and 

2) evidence that the system is fit for purpose for each intended use (p. 6).” 

RAL 

“When the system is a platform service made available to external customers or 

partners, include this information in the required Transparency note (p. 6).” 

RAL 

HRT 

“Define and document procedures for the collection and processing of data, to 

include annotation, labelling, cleaning, enrichment, and aggregation, where 

relevant (p. 7).” 

HRDP 

“Document these stakeholders and their oversight and control responsibilities 

using the Impact Assessment template (p. 8).” 

HRO 

RSS 

“Publish documentation for the system so that stakeholders can understand the 

system (p. 11).” 

RAL 

“Microsoft AI systems are designed to inform people that they are interacting 

with an AI system or are using a system that generates or manipulates image, 

audio, or video content that could falsely appear to be authentic (p. 12).” 

HRT 

“Microsoft AI systems are designed to provide a similar quality of service for 

identified demographic groups, including marginalized groups (p. 13).” 

HRDI 

“Use Analysis Platform to understand the representation of identified 

demographic groups in data sets that you plan to use for training and evaluating 

your system, respecting privacy controls for working with sensitive data (p. 

15).” 

HRP 
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“Microsoft AI systems that allocate resources or opportunities in essential 

domains are designed to do so in a manner that minimizes disparities in 

outcomes for identified demographic groups, including marginalized groups (p. 

16).” 

HRDI 

“Determine and document the operational factors, including quality of system 

input, use, and operational context that are critical to manage for reliable and 

safe use of the system in its deployed context (p. 21).” 

RAL 

RSS 

“Microsoft AI systems are designed to protect privacy in accordance with the 

Microsoft Privacy Standard (p. 26).” 

HRP 

“Microsoft AI systems are designed to be secure in accordance with the 

Microsoft Security Policy (p. 26).” 

RSS 

“Microsoft AI systems are designed to be inclusive in accordance with the 

Microsoft Accessibility Standards (p. 27).” 

HRDI 

 

 


